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Reverberation in a room occurs when the direct path sound from a sound source 
undergoes multiple reflections from the walls of the room before reaching the listener. An 
impulse response of the room can be measured called the room impulse response (RIR) 
which captures the effects of the room. This can be represented digitally on a computer. 
A filter is designed to cancel the effects of the room using the information in the room 
impulse response. This filter is called an equalization filter and is usually placed between 
the source signal and loudspeaker to perform the equalization. The RIR changes for 
varying source and listener locations, hence an equalization filter designed for one RIR 
will not perform equalization for multiple positions. This thesis explores methods to 
perform equalization for multiple positions. One of the simplest methods is spatial 
averaging equalization, which was used to perform the equalization for multiple 
positions.   Equalizing RIR is only concerned about trying to flatten the frequency 
spectrum and stabilizing the inverse RIR by looking at its minimum-phase component. 
Other methods are explored which consider the masking effects of the human auditory 
system which relates to the perception of sound by the human ear. One such method is 
impulse response shortening/reshaping which emphasizes the direct path component in 
the RIR relative to the rest of the components using p-norm and infinity-norm 
optimization which is an iterative algorithm. This concept is extended for performing 
reshaping on RIR for multiple positions using the idea in spatial averaging equalization 
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An acoustic enclosure can be modeled as a linear system whose characteristics 
can be described mathematically by a response known as the impulse response, h(n). In 
case the enclosure happens to be a room, it is called a room impulse response. The room 
impulse response has a frequency response represented by H(e
j
) which is called the 
room transfer function. The sound originating from the source reaches the receiver via a 
direct path and after reflections via a multipath due to the presence of reflecting walls and 
objects. This phenomenon is described by the room impulse response. 
In a reverberant room these reflections cause distortions in the amplitude and 
phase in the sound received at the microphone when placed at a distance away from the 
sound source. This causes the human listener to perceive echo and reverberation in the 
sound and speech signals transmitted from a loudspeaker. This affects the intelligibility 
of speech and sound at the listener. In other words, the listener is not able to hear the 
original speech and sound signal. Applications involving multiple loudspeakers require 
each loudspeaker to be placed at a specific location and sound from each loudspeaker 
should be distinct. In such applications it is not desirable for the sound to be distorted by 
the room, since it would render the identification of sound difficult. One such application 
is Surround Sound which requires each loudspeaker to produce distinct sounds to create a 
3-dimensional surround sound experience.  
There are methods of acoustically reducing the reverberation and echo by using 
sound absorbing foams on the walls, curtains or panels in the room. They help in 
absorbing the reflections thereby removing the distortions in the speech signal due to the 
room. However, these foams are highly expensive and to install them in room of large 
sizes would add to the setup cost of the audio system. A cost effective option is to 
analyze the room impulse response and the speech signal and remove the reverberation 
and echo electronically. One of way of achieve this is by cancelling the effects of the 
room in the sound and speech signal. This method is called room equalization. In another 
method the aspects of the human auditory system are used such that the direct path 
component of the room impulse response is made to sound louder than the other 




The sound recorded at the microphone can be considered to be a combination of 
sound originating directly from the source and many planes waves due to multiple 
reflections of the original sound wave from the walls. These travel in different directions 
encountering the walls at different angles of incidence. In the time domain these 
reflections are perceived as echoes and reverberation which are delayed attenuated 
versions of the original source signal. The process of equalization involves reducing the 
effects of reflection from the wall surface by using an inverse filter designed to 
compensate for the unevenness in the room transfer function at the microphone position. 
This equalization filter is applied to the source signal before it is transmitted into the 
room. If heq(n) is the equalization filter for the room impulse response h(n), then for 
perfect equalization ( ) ( ) ( )eqh n h n n   where   is the convolution operator and 
( ) 1n  , 0n  ; 0, 0n  is the Kronecker delta function. The problems associated with 
this are however, (i) the room response is usually not invertible (not minimum phase), (ii) 
designing an equalization filter for a specific position will introduce poor equalization 
performance at other positions in the room. This means the equalization filter that is 
designed to equalize the response for one position will not work for responses recorded at 
other positions. This is because the sound pressure is different at different points in the 




1.2. SINGLE POINT EQUALIZATION 
In a single point equalization system, equalization is between a single source and 
single receiver and is usually done by pre-filtering as shown in Figure 1.1. The function 
H(z) is the room transfer function between the source and receiver, F(z) is the 
equalization filter and X(z) and Y(z) are the input and  output signals, respectively 
expressed in the z-domain. Output signal is expressed as Y(z)=H(z)F(z)X(z). The perfect 
equalization filter is the inverse filter F(z)=H
-1
(z). This inverts both the magnitude and 












Figure 1.1.  Block Diagram of Single Point Pre-Filtering Equalization System 
  
 
Inverse Filter Based on Least-Square Error.  To solve the problem of unstable 
inverses, inverse filtering is done by using the least-squares method. If x(k) is the input 
signal, the output signal can be written as 
1
0




y k h n x k n










x k f n x k n
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
   (1)
    
 
which is the pre-filtered input signal. The squared error between the delayed original 




( ) ( ) ( )
k k
e k x k d y k
 
 
      (2) 
 d is used to model the delay in the input signal. After solving for the minimization, the 
equalization filter can be calculated using the matrix equation, 
 T -1f = (Y Y) Yx  (3) 


























Y  (4) 
The above matrix has L rows and m+1 columns and m+1 is the length of y. The 






















    




Figure 1.2. Least Sqaures Equalization Setup 
 
 
However, due to changing impulse responses at different positions with respect to 
a fixed sound source it desired to perform equalization at multiple positions. Section 2 
discusses two standards methods used practically to perform multiple point equalization. 
 
 
1.3. MULTIPLE-POINT EQUALIZATION 
The Figure 1.3 shows a multiple-point equalization system where there is a single 
source and microphones at multiple positions. It uses a single inverse filter, F(z). The 
functions, Hi(z) and Yi(z) are the room transfer functions and output at each microphones, 
respectively. The number of microphones is M. A perfect equalization filter cannot be 
achieved for all microphone positions because the room transfer functions have different 
phase responses. However, the sections that follow discuss methods that achieve 










                                                                                                                  
Figure 1.3.  Block Diagram of Multiple-Point Equalization System 
 
 
Least-Squares Method.  In the time domain, the relationship between the input 
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   (5)
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   (6)                                                
    
 
hi(n) is the i
th
 room impulse response. The filter coefficients represented in f(n), 
n=0,1,..L-1 are used to minimize the cost function, . This cost function is the sum of 
squares of the error between the delayed input signals x(k-di) and output signals yi(k).  
  
2
1 0 1 0
( ) ( ) ( )
M M
i i i
i k i k
e k x k d y k
 
   
      (7)
      
 
The modeling delays di (i=1,…M) are set differently reflecting the difference in 
the propagation times of the direct sound in each of the room impulse responses in the 
system. The equalization filter tries to recover the waveforms of the original source 

















Figure 1.4.  Setup for Multi-Channel Least Squares Equalization 
 
 
The least squares method appears to be a reasonable approach mathematically but, 
it does not reflect the physical characteristics of the room impulse response. In case of 
multiple point equalization, it equalizes the common and unique parts of the room 
impulse responses.  
 
 
1.4. REVERBERATION REDUCTION 
In this method the room impulse response is separated into desirable and 
undesirable components. The components defined as undesirable in the room transfer 
function are removed. The process is divided into three steps: separation of the undesired 

































of the undesirable components and the addition of desired components. 
 
Psycho acoustically derived criteria is developed which is used to influence the 
de-reverberation process. This incorporates the temporal masking properties of the 
human ear. A simplified set of rules for determining the audibility of components can be 
formulated using forward and backward masking concepts[11]. This idea is used to 
design windows which are used in separating the desirable and undesirable components 
in the room impulse responses.  
Based on the perceptual approach, the human listener does not perceive all the 
detailed information contained in the room impulse response, since many room 
reflections are masked by the direct sound and other reflections and thus rendering these 
room reflections inaudible. This approach gives a basic idea of sound perception in a 
room. Therefore, to achieve de-reverberation, the direct path component can be 
maximized while minimizing the other components of the room impulse response thus 















2. EQUALIZATION FOR MULTIPLE POSITIONS 
2.1. BACKGROUND 
To understand the effects of single location equalization on other locations, 
consider a simple first order room reflection model as follows. Let h1(n) and h2(n) be the 






( ) ( ) ( 1); 1
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   
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 




This first order reflection model is valid. Consider two positions located along the same 
radius from a source, and each position has neighboring walls which absorb sound 
differently and negligible higher-order reflections from each wall. For simplicity, the 
absorption due to air and the propagation delay is ignored in this model. Ideal 
equalization at position 1 is achieved if the equalizing filter, heq(n), is 
 2( ) ( ) ( )
n
eqh n u n   (9) 
Where, ( ) 1,  for 0u n n   is a discrete unit step function. Therefore, 
1( ) ( ) ( )eqh n h n n  . However, the equalized response at position 2 can be shown to be, 
 
1
2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( 1)
n
eqh n h n n u n   
       (10) 
There are two objective measures of the equalization performance for position 2,           
(i) frequency domain error function and (ii) time domain error function. The time domain 
error function can be computed easily which represents the deviation from the ideal 
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                                                       (11) 
The response at position 2 is clearly not equalized because, 0  . Thus to achieve good 
equalization, equalizers have to be designed such that it accounts for the changes in the 
room response due to variations in the source and listening position.  
  
9 
2.2. SPATIAL AVERAGING EQUALIZATION 
One of the goals of equalization is to minimize the spectral deviations (peak and 
dips) in the magnitude frequency response through an equalization filter. There sound 
played through the loudspeaker system is therefore significantly improved through this 
correction. In essence, the system resulting from the equalization filter and the room 
response should have a perceptually flat frequency response. 
The room impulse responses were generated using the image derived model [4]. 
There frequency domain responses were plotted in Figure 2.1. It can be seen from the 
plots that the room impulse responses have a lot of spectral deviations and they are 
different. If the spectral deviations are made flat by the use of a filter, the quality of 
sound played back through the loudspeaker system will be improved.   
An equalization filter has to be designed such that the spectral deviations in the 
magnitude of the frequency response are minimized over a large space in the listening 
environment and simultaneously for multiple listeners. An example of performing single 
point equalization is shown in Figure 2.2. The top plot shows the equalization done for 
position 1. The bottom plot shows the equalization done for position 2 using the same 
equalizing filter. It can be clearly seen that the performance is degraded. 
One method for providing equalization simultaneously is by spatially averaging 
the measured room responses at different positions for a given loudspeaker and stably 
inverting the result [1]. The microphones are positioned such that they correspond to the 
center of the listener’s head. 
The RMS (Root Mean Square) method is used widely due to its simplicity for 















   (12) 
1( ) ( )j jeq avgH e H e
   
Where, N is the number of listening positions, with responses ( )jiH e
 that are to be 
equalized. It is aimed at achieving uniform frequency response coverage for all listeners. 
The performance of the spectral average equalization is shown in the Figure 2.3. It can be 
  
10 
seen that the spectral deviations are minimized for both positions using the spatial 








Figure 2.2. Frequency Domain Plot with only one Room Impulse Response Equalized 




















































However, the performance of spatial averaging can be limited by (i) a mismatch 
between the microphone measurement location and actual location for the center of the 
human head and (ii) variations in the listener’s position. It also equalizes both audible and 
inaudible frequencies, since it equalizes all frequencies. In the time domain this causes 
certain unnecessary components in the room impulse response also to be heard. 
 
 
2.3. MULTIPLE INPUT/OUTPUT INVERSE THEOREM (MINT) 
Since all impulse responses do not have stable inverses, it is difficult to realize 
their exact inverses. This method realizes the exact inverses by constructing inverse from 
multiple FIR filters by adding extra signal transmission channels produced by multiple 
loudspeakers or microphones [7]. The coefficients of these FIR filters are computed using 
well known concepts of matrix algebra.     
























2.3.1. The Principle.  Figure 2.5 shows a two input single output FIR filter. This 
system is obtained by adding an extra signal transmitting channel to the linear system 


















) must satisfy 
the expression, 
          1 1 1 1 11 1 2 21D z C z C z C z C z        (13) 
where D(z
-1
) is the z-transform of d(k) given by ( ) ( ) ( )d k c k h k  according to        








) are polynomials in z
-1
, a solution set 
of (13) has the following properties, 




) do not have any 
common zeros in the z-plane. 




















































 This concept is useful to de-reverberate the acoustic signals transmitted in 
a room which involves two microphones. The system is shown in Figure 2.6. The 





), respectively. This system is equivalent to a single input two output linear FIR 
system. The output signals after the microphones and FIR filters H1(z
-1
)  and H2(z
-1
) are 




Figure 2.6. De-reverberation using MINT 
 
 
2.3.2. Computation of FIR Filters for Exact Inversion.  To simplify the 
explanation consider Figure 2.4. Equation (13) can be rewritten in the time domain as, 
 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d k c k h k c k h k     (14)  
where,  
1  when k=0
( )






This can be expressed in matrix form as, 
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 (16) 
Vector d is of size L+1 where, L=m+i=n+j. Where, m+1 and n+1 are the durations 
of g1 and g2, respectively and i and j are the orders of h1 and h2, respectively. The 













2.3.3. Multiple-Input Multiple-Output System.  The above mentioned concept 
can be extended to invert a multiple-input multiple-output FIR system. This can be used 
to cancel the effects of the room impulse response at multiple points in a room. The block 


















































The above system is an n+1-input, n-output system. In the above figure, Ci,j(z
-1
) 
(i=1,2,…., n+1; j=1,2,…,n) is denoted as a signal transmission channel between the ith 
input and the j
th
 output of the system. Hi,j(z
-1
) denotes the FIR filter connected to the i
th
 
input of the system. By using the principle of MINT the exact inverse of a multiple-input 
multiple-output linear FIR system can be realized. 
2.3.4. Results.  The algorithm was tested for a two channel case by taking a single 
source and two microphones at two different locations. The image derived model [4] was 
used to generate the impulse responses at the microphones. The impulse responses at the 
two channels are represented as c1 and c2, respectively. The size of the room chosen was 
36 feet by 18 feet by 15 feet. The size of the impulse responses generated were 1024 at a 
sampling rate of 8 kHz. The impulse responses are shown in Figure 2.8. The equalized 
response is shown in Figure 2.9. The length of the filter was chosen to be 1024 taps. This 
is considered the true length, since it has the same length as that of the original room 
impulse response. It can be seen that the equalized response given by Equation (14) is a 




Figure 2.8. Original Two Channel Room Impulse Responses 






























Figure 2.9. Equalized Response 
 
 
The filters were now designed by choosing a shorter length of 600 taps. The 
equalized response was plotted and is shown in Figure 2.10. It can be seen that the 




Figure 2.10. Equalized Response for Shorter Filter Lengths 





















The filter lengths were varied and the difference between the equalized responses 
for different filter lengths and the ideal equalized response were taken. If d(n) represents 
the equalized response given by Equation (14) for different lengths of the filters h1(n) and 
h2(n) and if dtrue(n) represents the equalized response for true lengths of the filter h1(n) 
and h2(n), then the error is given as true e d d . True length is the actual length of the 
room impulse response or the length of the sound transmission channel. The error energy 
is computed using the equation, T  e e . The variation of the error energies for different 
filter lengths was plotted and is shown in Figure 2.11. It can be seen that the results are 




Figure 2.11. Variation of Error Energies for Different Filter Lengths 
 
 
Thus, in this method it is required to know the true length to be able achieve 
perfect equalization. Since error is really small for lengths greater than the true length, 
larger length filters are required to achieve perfect equalization. However, in an actual 






















system it is difficult to accurately determine the true length of the impulse response. For 
larger length channels, even larger filter length is required which adds to the difficulty in 
computing the inverses given in Equation (17). Thus, methods which provide flexibility 
in designing filter of any length have to be looked at. The following section provides the 
development of a method which does not require this constraint of length and in addition 
























3. SHORTENING/RESHAPING OF IMPULSE RESPONSES 
3.1. ROOM-REVERBERATION COMPENSATION 
For the enhancement of speech intelligibility in reverberant rooms, the 
loudspeaker signals need to be preprocessed to compensate for the reverberation. This 
approach is slightly different from the approach of channel equalization. In channel 
equalization, the objective is to try and recover the original signal from the received 
signal which is achieved by inverting the channel. In room-reverberation compensation, 
only the channel needs to be compensated in such a way that signal is perceived without 
reverberation. In other words, the room impulse response is only partially equalized such 
that all the audible echoes are removed and the inaudible echoes remain. This would ease 
the problem of trying to design a compensation system. This approach takes into 
consideration the psychoacoustic properties of the human auditory system and design 
pre-filters that are optimized to give best intelligibility. For better understanding of room-
reverberation compensation, some psychoacoustic criteria or mainly the temporal 
masking effects of the human auditory system will be discussed next. 
 
 
3.2. MASKING EFFECTS OF HUMAN AUDITORY SYSTEM 
One way to determine the audibility of reflections is by considering its amplitude. 
Depending on a number of parameters, if a low level reflection can be masked by the 
direct sound component, the listener is unable to perceive the reflection. By increasing 
the amplitude of reflection, a Reflection Masking Threshold (RMT) is reached and the 
reflection becomes audible and its effect is observed as variation in timbre and loudness 
and still temporarily fused with the direct sound [12].  Further increase in reflection 
amplitude leads to the Echo Threshold (ET) being reached. The reflection then is heard as 
an echo. The Reflection Masked Threshold (RMT) can be defined as the amplitude 
threshold below which the human listener is unable to perceive single reflection, multiple 
reflections and reverberation. This effect of perceiving includes all possible sound 




Consider a direct sound and a test reflection, the direct sound masks the test 
reflection. This is the concept of ordinary masking. Ordinary masking can be classified 
into simultaneous masking or post-masking and non-simultaneous masking or pre-
masking. This is not the case with room masking, since the reflected sound will overlap, 
extend and succeed the direct sound. Thus both the effects of ordinary masking might 
appear simultaneously. For room masking, pre-masking effects are negligible especially 
for signals arriving from different directions [12].  
The authors Bochholz et al. [12] derive a perceptual model for such room 
masking effects and propose that the Room Masking Function (RMT) can be describe by 
a functions of nine parameters. That is,  ,, , , , , , , ,d d r r r d d r r dRMT f p f n s     . These 
parameters are described as follows: 
d, d are the incidence angles of azimuth and elevation, respectively of the direct 
signal with respect to the orientation of the listener’s head which is at 0d  and 0d 
when the listener is looking directly towards the direct sound source. For single test 
reflection the direct sound angle of reflection may affect the RMT by 10dB as described 
in [12]. 
r, r are the incident angles of azimuth and elevation, respectively of the test 
reflection relative to the orientation of the listener’s head. The RMT of a test reflection 
depends on the angle of the direct sound and the orientation of the listener’s head. It is 
also mentioned in [12] that the masking effect was found to be strongest for equal 
directions of incidence of the direct sound and the test reflection, but the RMT was found 
to be 10dB lower for different directions. Also, changing elevation has the same effect as 
changing the azimuth. 
r is the time delay of the test reflection. For noise bursts RMT increases linearly 
with increasing delay time[12]. This decay can be described by a time constant which 
increases for increasing direct sound levels. By observing the curves of RMT for different 
direct sound levels, we can determine a maximum delay time max which is of the order of 
a hundred milliseconds. 
Ld is the sound level of the direct signal. For noise bursts the RMT decreases 
linearly with increasing sound level of the direct signal. This implies for louder sounds a  
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room reflection is easier to perceive than for the case of softer sounds [12]. For an 
absolute RMT, this increases linearly with increase in sound level. 
fd,r describes the frequency content (spectrum) of the direct sound and of the test 
reflection. It is mentioned that the masking effect of the direct sound is strong if the 
spectral distribution of the direct sound and the test reflection coincide. In a realistic 
environment the frequency dependence of reflectivity on room surface or boundaries 
leads to attenuation of high frequency components of the reflected sounds.  
n describes the combined effect of additional reflections and reverberation. By 
adding diffused reverberation to the anechoic signals increases the RMT of the single test 
reflection. In other references listed in [12] it is described that additional reflections can 
cause RMT to be raised or extended in time or in some cases replace the direct sound as 
the masker. 
sd  is a signal dependent parameter which describes the effect of the type of the 
direct signal. The RMT for a test reflection has a strong signal dependency [12]. Based 
on this, the aspects of time overlap between the direct and the reflected signal and the 
effective duration of the signal has to be considered [12].  
The above explanation for RMT suggests that masking effects of the human 
auditory system are signal dependent. This calls for signal dependent filtering to achieve 
ultimate performance. A good compromise between the masking curves obtained for 
various signals is the average masking curve. By using optimality criteria based on the 
average masking curve, linear signal independent filtering can be used.  
Thus more emphasis can be laid on non-simultaneous masking in determining the 
audibility of time varying signals in a simpler manner to deal with the complex nature of 
loudspeaker-room transfer function and de-reverberation filters. Non simultaneous 
masking is divided in two types, backward masking and forward masking. In backward 
masking, the masked signal occurs before the louder masker and situation is reversed in 
forward masking. 
Backward masking depends significantly on the training of the listeners. It is 
mentioned in [10] that untrained listeners experience substantial amount of backward 
masking whereas trained listeners experience little or none. It is also indicated that 
backward masking effects were completely gone if the masked signal preceded masker 
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by 20ms. Also, significant portion of backward masking disappears in approximately 
5ms. Thus sound components occurring more that 15ms earlier will be audible only in 
isolation. Thus, it can be concluded that backward masking limit is 15ms. 
Forward masking is dependent on the type of the masker and masked signal. The 
effect of forward masking is highly dependent on frequency relationship between the 
masker and masked signal [10]. It was determined in one of the references that forward 
masking effect begins as simultaneous masking and falls in a straight line on a linear-log 
scale of masking reduction in decibel versus time. Forward masking has been found to 
extend 100-200ms. It is also indicates the average forward masking criterion which is 
defined as having no reduction of masking compared to simultaneous masking for shorter 
time intervals of about 4ms and later falls at a rate of 35dB/decade. Thus, it can be 
concluded that forward masking acts like simultaneous masking for the first 4ms and then 
falls off at 35dB/decade. 
 
 
3.3. FORWARD MASKING LEVEL 
The forward masking of a sinusoid signal by the same sinusoid was investigated 
for frequencies ranging from 125 and 4000 Hz in [13]. Forward masking in decibels is 
proportional to both masker level and log signal delay at each frequency. More forward 
masking occurs at low frequencies than at high frequencies with the maskers being at the 
same sensation levels. Masked thresholds are greater at low frequencies than at high 
frequencies with maskers having equal sound pressure level. Several experiments were 
conducted by [13] to estimate forward masking level as a function of masker level and 
signal level and to observe the effects of frequency. In all these experiments a sinusoid 
masker was presented with the same frequency as the sinusoid signal and a threshold of 
where a brief sinusoid was detected was determined. The masker signal frequency, 
masker intensity and signal delay were varied parametrically.  
3.3.1. Masker Level and Signal Delay.   To analyze the forward masking as a 
function of masker level and signal delay the data in one of the experiments conducted by 




masker level with signal delay as a parameter. The data from the plots were to fitted to be  
straight lines. The data can be described by the following equation, 
  log mM a b t L c    . 
Where M is the amount of masking, t  is the signal delay, mL  is the masker 
level, and a, b and c are constants. The slope of masking at a given signal delay is given 
by,  loga b t  .  The three parameters, a, b and c allow the estimation of the amount of 
masking that will be produced by any combination of masker level and signal delay or 
estimate the masker level required for constant amount of masking at a given signal 
delay. For low level maskers (Lm < c) and long signal delays (t > 10
b
) and for greater 
masking levels the above equation predicts too little masking. But, it summarizes data at 
a particular frequency for a range of signal delays and masker levels and is used as a tool 
for data reduction. 
3.3.2. Frequency.   Experiments were also done to determine whether forward 
masking varies as a function of frequency.  From the analysis in [13] it was found that 
forward masking is greater at low frequencies regardless of how the masker levels are 




3.4. FREQUENCY DOMAIN PSYCHOACOUSTICS 
The above topics covered the temporal or time domain aspects of the human 
auditory system. The requirement for equalization is spectral flatness. It is mentioned in 
[11] spectral peaks are more audible than notches. The audibility of peaks depends on the 
audio stimulus. Since white noise was found to be to most sensitive stimulus, the values 
obtained during detection for white noise are used for spectral flatness criterion. Peak 
level versus the Q factors for different frequencies was observed in [11]. At high values 
of Q factor the sensitivity to peaks is decreased.  It was also observed that wide 
bandwidth notches are also audible though lesser than the peaks. Thus notches at certain 
bandwidths are also audible. Thus, the approaches of trying to invert the room impulse 
response or flatten the spectral response do not take into account the auditory aspects of 
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the human ear. In further sections, algorithms considering the psychoacoustic aspects 
discussed above will be explained.  
 
 
3.5. LISTENING ROOM COMPENSATION 
A filter for listening room compensation (LRC) is placed in the path of the signal 
in front of the loudspeaker. The goal is to reduce the influence of the succeeding room 
impulse response so that the signal obtained y[n] at the position of the reference 
microphone is hardly distinguishable from the original signal s[n] by the human listener. 
The basic setup is depicted in the Figure 3.1. The block c[n] is the finite length room 
impulse response and h[n] denotes the finite length equalizer. The finite length equalizers 
are usually designed by minimizing the squared error between the concatenation of c[n], 
h[n] and the given target system. Usually the target system is a band pass filtered version 




       
Figure 3.1.  Single Channel Setup for Listening Room Compensation 
 
 
Least Squares Method.  In least squares equalization for LRC shown in Figure 
3.2, a finite length h[n] precedes the room impulse response c[n]. The equalizer is 
designed to minimize the square error between the concatenation [ ] [ ]h n c n  and a target 
system g[n] delayed by n0 taps. The filter g[n] is chosen as a band pass filter. The error 
signal e[n] can be expressed as, 0[ ] [ ] [ ]
T T
ne n n n s Ch s g . 
where,   
   [ ] ,..., 2
T
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Lh and Lc are the lengths of the equalizer and room impulse response. Lg 
represents the length of the target which is usually a band-pass filter. C is the convolution 
matrix of c[n] whose dimension is, 1h c hL L L   .  The equalizer that minimizes the 







h C C C g  (18) 
 
                                                              
 
Figure 3.2.  Setup for Listening Room Compensation using Least Squares 
 
 
Instead of choosing a band-pass weighted function as the target system a more 
relaxed requirement is in psychoacoustics. One of them is the D50 measure for 
intelligibility of speech which is defined as the ratio of the energy within 50ms after the 
first peak of a room impulse response and the complete impulse response energy [15]. By 
choosing a target system with an optimized impulse response of 50ms, the D50 measure 
can be directly maximized. This idea is used in impulse response shortening.  
 
 
3.6. CONCEPT OF IMPULSE RESPONSE RESHAPING/SHORTENING 
A desired concatenated impulse response of the equalizer and the impulse 
response can be expressed by, 
  diagd dd w Ch  (19) 
in vector form. wd is a vector that contains ones the desired region and zeros 















[ 1]c hu L L d 
 w 1 w  (21) 
 represents the undesired part of the concatenated response. The energy of the 
unwanted part is kept constant while the energy of dd is maximized. [ 1]c hL L 1  is a vector 
of all ones of length as indicated.  We can construct symmetric and positive semi-definite 
matrices A and B from (47) and (48) as given below. 
  
2
diagH H H Hd d d d d h C w Ch h Ah  (22) 
  
2
diagH H H Hd d d d d h C w Ch h Bh  (23) 
Taking into account the loudspeakers limited playback capabilities at very low 
and very high frequencies, the maximization procedure is constrained to a broad band-
pass area. Thus the bandpass g[n] as described in the previous section is applied to the 
room impulse response. This can be written as, 
      BPc n c n g n   (24) 
Consequently, a convolution matrix CBP on the basis of cBP can be assembled, 
    , ,diag diag
HH
BP BP BP d BP d BPB C w w C  (25) 
The optimum equalizer hopt for maximizing the energy in a certain region is the 
solution of a generalized eigen value problem, 
 opt opt maxBP B h Ah  (26) 
max  is the maximum eigen value and opth is the corresponding eigen vector.   
 While designing the procedure for impulse response shortening goal is to 
avoid audible late echoes. The general shape of the room impulse response also has to be 
preserved which decays exponentially with time. Thus the temporal envelop should be 
such that it decays more quickly than the original impulse response thus yielding a 
shorter reverberation time. This can done by modifying the maximization window wd. 
Thus an exponentially decaying window with a reverberation time shorter than the 
original one can be used. One such window is used in [15] and can be treated as a design 
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As an example, q is chosen to be 53 10  and plotted against the original 




Figure 3.3.  Maximization Windows as a Function of Time 
 
 
 If c(n) is the impulse response of the room of length Lc and h(n) the 
impulse response of the pre-filter of length Lh, then global impulse response of this pre-
filter-loudspeaker-room is given by, ( ) ( ) ( )g n h n c n  Ch . C is the convolution matrix 
made up of c and is of size Lg-by-Lh as discussed earlier. The length of g is Lh+Lc-1.  
Main goal is to design a pre-filter h(n) in such a way that the global response g(n) 























attenuates faster than the impulse response of the room and also allow it to satisfy certain 
psychoacoustic conditions so that there is no audible echoes for a large class of signals.  
 For filter shortening and reshaping two windows wd(n) and wu(n) are used 
to derive a desired part gd(n) = wd(n)g(n) and an unwanted part gu(n) = wu(n)g(n) from the 
global impulse response g(n). For shortening the windows wd(n) and wu(n) show no 
overlap whereas there may be significant overlap while doing reshaping. The purpose is 
to minimize some function of gu(n) while maximizing another function of gd(n) with 
respect to the pre-filter h(n) without significantly affecting the magnitude frequency 
response of the global system. This means energy of gu(n) has to maximized while the 
energy of gd(n) is constant when not taking frequency responses into account for 
quadratic functions.  
 A conventional approach is to optimize h(n) under the least squares 
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This least squares problem is equivalent to the following eigen value 
decomposition  




   diag diag
TT
d dB C w w C  
and  
   diag diag
TT
u uA C w w C  
The global impulse responses based on least squares is plotted in the time domain, 
log scale and in the frequency domain in Figures 3.4 to 3.6. The window based on the 
D50 measure (defined in Section 3.5) is used to design the filter in the figures plotted.  
Thus the window wd(n) is a rectangular window and its position is optimized to get an 
optimally shortened global impulse response g(n). It can be seen that the pre-filter hopt 
that is optimal in the least squares sense causes distortions in the frequency domain and 
late diffuse echoes in g(n). Measures have been taken by using an exponentially decaying 
window as explained in the previous section. But, further improvements are needed in 











Figure 3.5.  Decay of Global Impulse Response g(n) 



























































Figure 3.6.  Magnitude Frequency Response of Shortened Global System Response 
 
 
As an alternative to least-squares the infinity- and p- norm criteria, often used in 
robust estimation and control system design can more effectively influence the error 
behavior.  Thus, in the next few sections,  design of pre-filters based on the combining 
the infinity- and p- norm criteria and properties of the human auditory system in order 
control the perceived quality of sound will be explained.  
 For an optimal pre-filter the global impulse response g(n) should have a 
quick and monotonically decaying characteristic so there are no noticeable echoes. This 
means that the attenuation characteristics of g(n) has to be controlled. Properly selecting 
the windows wd(n) and wu(n) helps in achieving this requirement, but it is also important 
to use an optimization criteria that is suited to this requirement. For the optimization of 
pre-filters, the norm of the unwanted part gu(n) has to be minimized while keeping the 
norm of the desired part gd(u) as large as possible. The norm used is either the infinity-
norm or the p-norm. With properly designed windows, it is possible to force the 
shortened or reshaped global impulse response to an approximately desired decaying 

























3.7. INFINITY-NORM OPTIMIZATION 



















Where,   Maxd d df     h g g  with  diagd dg w Ch  is the infinity norm of the 
desired part, and   Maxu u uf     h g g  with  diagu ug w Ch  is the infinity norm 
of the unwanted part.  
 Minimizing f(h) results in the minimization of fu(h) and at the same time results in 
the maximization of fd(h). Maximization of  fd(h) leads to flat frequency domain 
characteristics of the global impulse response because, when one tap of gd(n) is 
maximized, the other samples of gd(n) becomes smaller and gd(n) is dominated by a 
single tap. Minimization of fu(h) results in uniform distribution of errors across the time 
course of g(n) because, all samples of the unwanted part gu(n) would converge to almost 
the same value. 
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 
 
h hh h h h
h h
 (28) 
where is a small step size.  
 If gd(n) and gu(n) have distinct maxima at positions Id and Iu, respectively, then 
with    d d df g Ih  and    u u uf g Ih  for a given h(n) the corresponding gradients 
of fd(h) and fu(h) are as follows, 
      sign
d
T
d d d d d If g I w I    h h C  (29) 
      sign
u
T





C are the Idth and Iuth rows of the matrix C, respectively. Thus 
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 
h h C C
 (31) 
One of the advantages of infinity norm based algorithm is that the envelope of the 
unwanted part of the global response g(n) is exactly determined by the inverse of the 
window function wu. Thus, the attenuation behavior of g(n) can be easily and exactly 
controlled enabling the removal of audible reverberation and echoes by exploiting the 
auditory masking property during the pre-filter design process.  The implementation of 
the algorithm is as follows, 
Algorithm  
Step 1: Set the iteration index l = 0. Select a learning rate Initialize the pre-filter                                   
 0.01,0,...,0
Tl h . 
Step 2: Compute l lg Ch ,  diagl lu ug w g ,  diag
l l
d dg w g ; determine the positions 
of the maxima of l
ug  and 
l
dg , i.e.       max l l lu u u uf g I h g  and
     max l l ld d d df g I h g ; 
Step 3: Compute the gradients of    
u
l l l
u uf g Ih  and    l l ld d df g Ih  with respect to   
h
l
:      signl l
u u
u
l l l T
u u u I
f g I w I  
 h
h C  and 
          signl l
d d
l l l T
d d d d I
f g I w I  
 h
h C  
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. 
Step 5: Set l := l + 1 and go to Step 2.  
 
 
3.8. P-NORM OPTIMIZATION 
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where pu and pd are integers. The learning rule used is as given below, 
  1l l lh f   h h h  (33) 
 The gradients 
 dfh h  and  ufh h  are first calculated as, 
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bd. This burden 
can be eased by determining the convolution matrix C in the frequency domain by taking 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). This can be 
done as follows, let C(.) = FFT[c(.),L0] and Bd(.) = FFT[bd(.),L0], where 0 gL L is the 
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FFT size.  Then    *IFFTd dC B   a  which the same as the following result as given 
below, 
      0 , 1 , , 1
TT
d d d d ha a a L   C b  (37) 
similarly T
uC b  is computed.  Thus, the algorithm based on p-norm optimization 
can be summarized as follow. 
Algorithm 
Step 1: Set l = 0. Select a learning rate and FFT block size 0 2 gL L
  ; compute 
C(k) = FFT[c(n),L0]; initialize the pre-filter h
l
 = [0.01,0,…,0]T. 







(k)], g0 = [gL(0),gL(1),…,gL(Lg-1)]
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diag[sign[ ]]diag[ ] d
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Bu(k) = FFT[bu,L0], Bd(k) = FFT[bd,L0] ; 
Step 5: au = IFFT[C
*
(k)Bu(k)], ad = IFFT[C
*
(k)Bd(k)];  
     
0
0 , 1 , , 1
T
u u u u ha a a L   a , 
     
0
0 , 1 , , 1
T
d d d d ha a a L   a . 
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Step 7: Go to Step 2.  
 
 For values of pu = pd = 2 the problem reduces to that of a least mean 
squares solution. In the implementations of this algorithm in this thesis, the values of pu 
and pd is equal to 10 and 20, respectively for shortening and 20 and 10, respectively for 





3.9. WINDOW FUNCTIONS 
The energy decay properties and the frequency response of the global impulse 
response depend on the selecting the window functions. So, design of the window 
functions plays an important role in the entire shortening/reshaping filter design process. 
The global impulse response should decay in such a way that there are no audible echoes, 
which means the reverberation should be masked by the direct sound through the forward 
masking effect of the human auditory system. Similarly, the frequency domain 
characteristics should not change in such a way that the perceived timbre changes.  
The forward masking effects of the human auditory system in real acoustic 
environments depends on both the signal under consideration and room characteristics 
described by the room impulse response as explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Based on 
the explanations in Sections 3.1 to 3.4 a rough criterion for the assessment of average 
audibility of echo can be arrived at and reiterated as follows, the loudness of sound 
components is determined by convolution with a temporal integration function; the 
backward masking limit is set to 15ms; then the forward masking acts like simultaneous 
masking for the first 4ms after the initial direct sound and then falls of as 35dB/decade. 
Though the masking threshold computed according the above rules does not hold for 
every signal at hand, it is a compromise of masking thresholds for every signal at hand.  
Based on the above rules, the reshaping window can be defined. 












w  (39) 
where 1 0 sN t f , 2 0.004 sN f , 3 1 2gN L N N   ,  fs is the sampling frequency 
and t0 is the time taken by the direct sound. The window w0 is defined as follows [14], 
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    (40) 
with N0 = (0.2 + t0)fs and the time index ranges from N1 + N2  + 1 to Lg – 1.  
 The function w0(n) has a property that its reciprocal falls of approximately with 
35dB/decade and hence represents the compromise masking limit of the human auditory 
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system. This is shown in Figure 3.7.  It can be seen that its decay is -10dB at 4ms and 
decays exponentially to -70dB at 200ms.    
3.9.2. Shortening Window.  This is based on the D50 measure for intelligibility 












w  (42) 
where N1 is same as defined for equation (67). The other parameters are N2 = 


















Figure 3.7.  Logarithm Reciprocal of Window Function w0(n) (Equation (40)). 





























3.10.  SIMULATIONS 
The room impulse response was simulated using the image derived model [4]. 
The length of the generated impulse responses was 2048 samples with a sampling 
frequency of 8000 Hz. This response was also designed to have frequencies greater than 
50 Hz which are usually the frequencies generated by most loudspeakers which serve as 
mains on a multiple loudspeaker system. The dimensions of the room were chosen to be 
36 ft by18 ft by 15 ft. The distance between the loudspeaker and microphone location in 
the simulated room response generation model was 18.72 ft.   
For removing echoes, the pre-filters designed using the complex algorithms 
discussed above was inserted between the loudspeaker and microphone. The pre-filter 
performs either shortening or reshaping. Shortening satisfies the D50 measure and 
reshaping tries to make the global impulse response attenuate quickly to stay within the 
masking limit curve shown in Figure 3.7. Both the algorithms, p-norm and infinity- norm 
produce the same results with respect to reshaping and shortening. Hence, an extensive 
comparison is not made between these two algorithms. The infinity norm seems to 
converge slower than the p-norm algorithm. In the simulations shown below, the p-norm 
algorithm was used.     
3.10.1. Reshaping.  The parameters chosen to do the reshaping are as follows: pu 
= 20, pd = 10, and learning rate  = 10-6. The length of the pre-filter was 2048 and the 
algorithm was run for 62 10  iterations. The windows defined in equations (38) and (39) 
were used in the simulations for reshaping.  
 The room impulse response c(n), the pre-filter h(n) and the global impulse 
response g(n) are shown in Figure 3.8.  The Figure 3.9 shows the decay characteristics of 
g(n) compared with the original room impulse response c(n) and the masking limiting 
curve. The red line indicates the masking limiting curve which is the logarithmic 
reciprocal of w0(n). It can be seen that the envelope of the logarithm of the global impulse 
response g(n) is completely controlled by the function w0(n). It can be seen that the 
reshaped version of c(n) represented by g(n) lies just under the masking limit.  
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3.10.2. Shortening.   The parameters used in this case is as follows,  
pu = 10, pd = 20 and learning rate  = 10
-6
. The length of the pre-filter was 2048 
again and the algorithm was run for 61 10  iterations. The windows defined in equations 
(41) and (42) were used in this case. The simulations run for this method are represented 
in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. The Figure 3.10 again represents the plots of the different 
responses c(n), h(n) and g(n) and this time h(n)  is the shortening filter. The Figure 3.11 
shows the comparison of c(n) and g(n) in the logarithmic scale. It can be seen that g(n) is 

































Figure 3.9. Decay of the Different Responses (reshaping) 
 
Figure 3.10. Original Filter, Shortening Filter, Global Impulse Response (top-bottom) 
 
 































































Figure 3.11. Decay of the Different Responses (shortening) 







































4. RESHAPING IMPULSE RESPONSES FOR MULTIPLE POSITIONS 
4.1. PURPOSE 
In practice, the room impulse response changes when the position of the source or 
receiver changes. The algorithms discussed in Section 3 did not consider the spatial 
robustness of the pre-filter. That is, verify whether the pre-filter performs in the same 
way with a room impulse response generated for a different location other than the 
location for which it was designed.  
To validate the above discussion, a room impulse response was generated [4] for a 
particular loudspeaker and microphone location and reshaped using the methods 
discussed in Section 3. The reshaping filter obtained after performing this optimization 
was used to reshape another room impulse response generated for a different microphone 
location without changing the loudspeaker location. This was done to demonstrate that, 
when the microphone is moved to another location, the room impulse response changes 
and the filter designed for the original microphone location will not cause any reshaping 
to the new room impulse response. The results with the above setup were plotted and 
shown in Figures 4.1 to 4.4.    Room Impulse Responses corg(n) and ctest(n) were 
generated using the image derived model [4] at the original microphone location and a 
test microphone location, respectively, for a fixed loudspeaker location. The pre-filter 
h(n) was designed to reshape the room impulse response corg(n) for location 1.  The 
Figure 4.1 shows a plot of this room impulse response corg(n), the pre-filter h(n) and the 
global response gorg(n), obtained by reshaping corg(n) using the pre-filter h(n) . The same 
pre-filter h(n) was used to reshape the room impulse response ctest(n)  to obtain the global 
response gtest(n) which is shown in Figure 4.3.  Comparing gorg(n) and gtest(n)  it can be 
seen that the pre-filter h(n)  works well with the room impulse response at the original 
location but when the same pre-filter is applied to ctest(n) there is not much reshaping 
occurring. To observe and compare the results better, Figures 4.2 and 4.4 depict the 
responses in the logarithmic scale along with the masking curves for the two cases 
discussed above. The Figure 4.3 shows that the global response gorg(n)  follows the 
masking curve and predominantly lies below the masking curve. The Figure 4.4 shows a 




Figure 4.1. The Original Impulse Response, Reshaping Filter and Global Impulse 





Figure 4.2. Comparison of the Responses in the Logarithmic Scale with the Masking 
Curve 


















































































Figure 4.4. Illustration of the Global Response gtest(n) lying above the Masking Curve 
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Pre-Filter of the Original Response
Global Response at Test Location
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Thus, from the above the results the pre-filter designed for a given loudspeaker 
and microphone location is not spatially robust. In order for the pre-filter to be spatially 
robust, room impulse responses needs to be generated for different microphone locations 
and single pre-filter designed such that it would reshape the responses at their respective 
locations. The same pre-filter should also be able to shorten/reshape a room impulse 
response generated for any other location located within the vicinity of locations that 
were chosen to design the pre-filter.  
 
 
4.2. METHOD I 
In order to perform reshaping for multiple positions, a loudspeaker location is 
chosen and a set of random locations for microphone is chosen in front of the 
loudspeaker. The microphone locations are in close neighborhood with each other. The 
locations are chosen as a cluster of closely spaced points to perform reshaping over a 
given area in the room. Room impulse responses c1(n), c2(n),…, cN (n) are generated for 
locations 1,2, …., N, respectively, where N total number of locations. Now the p-norm or 
infinity-norm optimization algorithms is used to perform reshaping for each of these 
room impulse responses c1(n), c2(n),…, cN (n). Since the position of the direct path 
component changes for different room impulse responses, the desired wd and undesired 
wu windows used in the design of pre-filters are different  for each of the room impulse 
responses c1(n), c2(n),…, cN (n). These windows are designed using equations (38), (39) 
and (40) with N1 changing for each microphone position. After performing the 
optimization, each room impulse response c1(n), c2(n),…, cN (n) has its corresponding 
pre-filters h1(n), h2(n),…, hN (n), respectively. To design a single pre-filter for each of 
these locations 1,2, …., N, it must have a representation of the shortened/reshaped results 
for all these locations 1,2, …., N. Averaging all these pre-filters is the best approach to 
satisfy this representation. Thus, the single averaged pre-filter can be written as, 




   h h h h  (44) 
 This pre-filter is applied in front of the loudspeaker to perform multiple position 
shortening/reshaping. The results for this method are discussed below.  
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Results.  In this experiment the size of room used was 36feet by 18 feet by 15 
feet. Five microphone locations were selected at (14.3,9,6) , (12.3,7.6,6) , (10.1,8.6,6), 
(10.8,7.9,6) and (12.3,9.4,6) denoted locations 1 to 5, respectively. These co-ordinates are 
specified in feet. The microphone and loudspeaker positions are shown in Figure 4.5.  
The image derived model [4] was used to generate room impulse responses 
 1 2 3 4 5( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )c n c n c n c n c n for all the fivr microphone locations. Each of these room 
impulse response c1(n), c2(n),….,c5(n) were reshaped using p-norm optimization. Again 
p-norm optimization was chosen for demonstrating the experimental results, since 
convergence in the case of p-norm optimization is faster compared to the infinity- norm 
optimization algorithms discussed in Section 3. For each room impulse responses five 
reshaping windows were used each of different sizes, since N1, the length of the direct 
paths are different for each of these room impulse responses. The lengths of the direct 
paths were different for each room impulse response due to difference in distances of the 
microphone locations from the loudspeaker location.  After reshaping, the pre-filters 
h1(n), h2(n),….,h5(n) are produced. There were averaged to produce havg(n), using the 
method suggested in the previous section to realize a single pre-filter which reshapes the 
room impulse responses {c1(n),c2(n),c3(n),c4(n),c5(n)}. After performing the reshaping, 
the global responses g1(n), g2(n),….,g5(n) are determined by convolving havg(n) with 
c1(n), c2(n),….,c5(n), respectively. The Figures 4.6 to 4.10 show the plots of the logarithm 
of the room impulse responses c1(n), c2(n),….,c5(n) along with the logarithm of the global 
responses g1(n), g2(n),….,g5(n), respectively compared with the respective masking 
curves. From each of the Figures, it can be seen that a very small portion of the logarithm 
global impulse responses g1(n), g2(n),….,g5(n) lies above the masking curve. To test the 
robustness of the pre-filter havg a test location was chosen in the same neighborhood of 
the five locations chosen earlier. The image derived model [4] was then used to generate 
a room impulse response ctest(n) at this reference location. Now the pre-filter havg(n) is 
convolved with ctest(n) to get the global response gtest(n). Again the logarithm of gtest(n), 
ctest(n) along with the masking curve was plotted which is shown in Figure 4.11. It can be 
seen that the results are the same as in the case of the five locations that were chosen to 
do the reshaping by the average reshaping pre-filter havg. It can be seen that a very small 








Figure 4.6. Logarithm Curves for Location 1 





















































Figure 4.8. Logarithmic Curves for Location 3 



































Response at Location (12.224,7.56,6)
Global Response
Masking Curve













































Figure 4.10. Logarithmic Curves for Location 5 



































Response at Location (10.8144,7.92,6)
Global Response
Masking Curve





































Figure 4.11. Logarithmic Curves for Test Location 
 
 
The p-norm optimization algorithm was run for 1000000 iterations to design each 
of the pre-filters  h1(n), h2(n),….,h5(n).    
 
 
4.3. METHOD II 
In another method to try and achieve reshaping for multiple positions, the single 
averaged pre-filter is calculated and used in each iteration of the optimization. The 
algorithm can be summarized as follows, 
Step 1: The room impulse responses {c1(n),c2(n),…,cN(n)} at different 
microphone positions 1,2,…,N, respectively, with a single loudspeaker are calculated. 
Step 2: A single pre-filter havg(n) is initialized to {0.01,0….,0} as was done while 
reshaping for one position.  
Step 3: This single pre-filter is convolved with each of the room impulse responses 
{c1(n),c2(n),…,cN(n)} to obtained the global responses {g1(n),g2(n),…,gN(n)}. 







































Step 4: The desired and undesired parts of each of the global responses 
{g1(n),g2(n),…,gN(n)} are extracted using windows {wd1(n),wd2(n),…,wdN(n)} and         
{wu1(n),wu2(n),…,wuN(n)} each designed to perform reshaping for every microphone at 
positions 1,....,N, respectively. 
 Step 5: The desired and undesired global responses are then used to calculate 
pre-filters {h1(n),h2(n),…,hN(n)} corresponding to each microphone location using p-
norm or infinity norm optimization. 






l l l l
N
N
   h h h h  (45) 
Where, l is the iteration number.  
Step 7: Steps 3 to 5 are repeated until the optimization converges.  
Results.  For the sake of comparison, the same impulse responses  
{c1(n), c2(n),….,c5(n)} used for Method I are used even for this method. The algorithm 
described above was applied to these impulse responses. The p-norm optimization 
algorithm was again used in this method in demonstrating the results. The algorithm was 
run for 2000000 iterations at which point the algorithm reached a satisfactory 
convergence point. The single pre-filter havg calculated from the above algorithm is 
convolved with each of the impulse responses {c1(n), c2(n),….,c5(n)} to plot the global 
responses {g1(n), g2(n),….,g5(n)} in the logarithm scale along with the masking curve 
and the impulse responses {c1(n), c2(n),….,c5(n)}. These plots are shown in Figures 4.12 
to 4.16. It can be seen from the plots that the global responses follow the shape of the 
masking curve and only small portions are above the masking curve. Thus Method II 
works better than Method I for each of the locations chosen. To verify the results for a 
reference location, the same impulse response generated for the test location in the 
previous section was used even for this method.  The global response at this reference 
location was calculated by convolving the pre-filter havg with this reference impulse 
response. This is plotted on the log scale along with the masking curve and logarithm of 
the test impulse response. Again a small portion lies above the masking curve compared 










Figure 4.13. Logarithm Curves for Location 2 


































Response at location (14.2848,9,6)
Global Response
Masking Curve












































Figure 4.15. Logarithm Curves for Location 4 


































Response at location (10.08,8.64,6)
Global Response
Masking Curve












































Figure 4.17. Logarithm Curves for Reference Location 


































Response at location (12.2688,9.36,6)
Global Response
Masking Curve







































4.4. COMPARISON OF METHOD I AND METHOD II 
In order to compare the results of Method I and Method II, their global responses 
are plotted in the same figure along with the masking curve. This is shown in Figure 4.18 
which is the plot for location 1. It can be seen that the global response of Method II is 
below the global response for Method I and much closer to the masking curve. Thus 
Method II is better than Method I for the trained location.  The global responses of the 
two methods for the test location is also plotted which is shown in Figure 4.19. It can be 




Figure 4.18. Comparison for Location 1 
 
 








































Figure 4.19. Comparison for Test Location 
 
 
 To validate the comparison better, a measure is needed which takes the 
difference in energy between the masking curve and the global response curve. In both 
the methods, the global response curves are above the masking curve due to the 
compensation done for multiple locations as opposed to a single location. Thus, the 
measure is taken by looking at the difference for those portions where the global response 
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This measure gives the energy difference in decibels. It is computed for the five 
locations and test location selected earlier for both the methods. The values are shown in 
Table 4.1. The values denote the amount by which the global response is above the 







































masking curve.  
Table 4.1. EDM Values of Method I and Method II 





1 1.4474 1.0573 6.9785 
2 1.1421 0.6057 6.6431 
3 1.2028 0.5372 6.1886 
4 1.2362 0.5827 6.3497 
5 1.1387 0.5975 6.5246 




These values are normalized with respect to the length of the global response. The 
values in the table clearly indicate that the global response curve for Method II is closer 
to the masking curve indicated by the lower values of EDM in the column of Method II 
for all locations. Thus, Method II is a better method than Method I for performing 
reshaping at multiple positions. The table also shows the EDM values before doing the 
reshaping in the third column. From the higher values of EDM before reshaping, it can be 
concluded that there is a considerable improvement in the results after performing 













5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this thesis the standard methods of equalization for multiple positions were 
discussed but, could not meet the requirements of the human auditory system. The two 
methods discussed were Spatial Averaging and equalization based on MINT (Multiple 
input/output INverse Theorem). While Spatial Averaging was computationally simple, it 
neglected the temporal (time-domain) aspects of the Room Impulse Response. On the 
other hand, in case of MINT the processing was in the time-domain and produced exact 
inverses when the length and delay in the impulse responses were known. Also, 
computing inverses for long impulse responses is difficult. Thus, methods based on the 
requirements of human auditory system were discussed. The method used was impulse 
response shortening/reshaping with some optimization based on taking the infinity-norm 
or p-norm. Unlike MINT this method worked for filter lengths shorter than the room 
impulse response [14]. This was discussed for a single position and later extended for 
multiple positions using two methods which provided a compromised reshaping for all 
the training positions and test position. Unlike MINT which requires multiple filters 
corresponding to each channel these methods use a single preprocessed filter to achieve 
the reshaping at multiple positions. A measure was developed to compare the two 
methods and Method II was better than Method I.  
The reshaping using the two methods was done for five room impulse responses 
and since it uses an iterative approach, it takes a long time to run. Thus in an audio 
application system, the system has to be trained for a long time before being used. Non-
iterative methods of optimization have to be developed instead which takes much lesser 
time to run. The windows used in the optimization steps can be made adaptive such that it 











REVERBERATION TIME OF ROOMS 
 If I(t) is the sound intensity due to a loudspeaker transmitting with power 
(t) at time t in a room of volume V and absorption of 
i ii
a S . Where, i and Si are 
the absorption coefficient and surface area of wall I, respectively. The rate of change of 
total acoustic energy in the room can be expressed as, 
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   (47) 
where c is the speed of sound in the medium.  
 The solution to (72) can be written as, 
   /4 /4( ) ( )
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   
If the sound power (t) fluctuates slowly relative to the time constant 4V/ac, then the 
intensity will be approximately proportional to (t) as 








 When the sound power (t) fluctuates faster than the time constant 4V/ac, the 
intensity will not follow the fluctuations of (t), and if the sound is shut off at time t = 0, 
the intensity can be expressed as, 
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The reverberation time is defined as the time it takes for the intensity level to drop by 
60dB after the source is switched off. Thus, if the dimensions of the room are measured 
in centimeters, the reverberation time is given by, 









 The reverberation time computed through the above equation is based on 
geometrical room acoustics, where the wall is considered to be sufficiently irregular so 
that the sound energy distribution is uniform throughout the room.  
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 The actual measurement of T60 can be done by the method of integrated impulse 
response proposed by Schroeder. This method uses an integration rule to determine an 
ensemble average of decay curves, 2 ( )g t  from the square of the impulse response h(t)
2
 
using the following equation, 
      2 2
t
g t h x dx

  . 
The result of the above equation is converted to dB scale to obtain the expression for 
computing T60, 











where L/t is in dB/seconds.   
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